
Transforming for the future: 
opportunities and challenges



Futurist Humanist

Algorithms Androrithms



The future is better than we tend to think (with some notable exceptions)













The end of routine is a huge opportunity for human work



Develop  
Foresights

Understand

Imagine

Observe

How future-ready are you?



Business as usual is dead (or dying)



Digital transformation: assume less, discover more



Your ability to think 'from the future' as opposed to ‘about the future’  
dictates whether the coming disruptions will spell opportunity or disaster



84% today (globally) 90-100% tomorrow 

Hybrid thinking: what is, today, and what might be, tomorrow 



Very often, the day before something emerges as a 
huge gamechanger it’s just  another ridiculous idea





Note: level 4/5 AVs may take much longer than we think, yet IA will be everywhere in  
the next 2-3 years, while  EVs will become the new normal in less than 10 years



We’re at the pivot point of exponential change  
New human-machine relationships: science fiction is becoming science fact







These game-changers will generate existential changes, with 
many really amazing and some really worrisome consequences



The IoT: a new meta-intelligence, a global brain, connecting us via a ‘digital cortex’…?





Data is the new oil and artificial intelligence is the new electricity



But culture still eats technology for breakfast!





Understand the Megashifts, discover the future!



Exponentially faster shift towards voice controlled interfaces, intelligent digital assistants and bots







The cognification of networked machines represents an much bigger 
change to society than electrification or industrialisation (opp/chall) 



… and the impact of AI and automation will  
vastly surpass the challenges of globalisation 



Humans ☯ Machines: Symbiosis? Symphony? Singularity? Simulation?



But maybe exponential technologies will eliminate mostly tasks rather then jobs?



But maybe exponential technologies will eliminate mostly tasks rather then jobs?



“Whatever is very simple for a human is very hard for a  computer, 
and whatever is very hard for a human is simple for a computer”  

(riffing off Hans Moravec)



Thinking Machines |  Cognitive Computing  | Deep Learning | Artificial Intelligence

Cognition is embodied - we think with the body not the brain (Kahnemann)



Algorithms outperform human intelligence when it is not 
about understanding, mental or emotional states, intentions, 
interpretations, deep semantic skills, consciousness, self-

awareness… flexible intelligence.  (hat tip to Luciano Floridi)



Anything that can be digitized or automated, will be…

…yet anything that cannot be digitized or automated, will become much more valuable 



Becoming 

more human 

(not less) is 

our future



Let me propose another way to think of ‘intelligent machines’ (and networks)

Social intelligence (human) 
Emotional intelligence (human) 

Intellectual intelligence (human) 
Artificial intelligence (machines)



Technology’s increasing manic/toxic side-effects: balance and moderation!



Technology is not what we seek but how seek



We should never put efficiency over humanity



The future is #HellVen  
- and we are defining the mix today

90%10%



Would you agree that we 
now have an ethical 

imperative to harness the 
power of exponential 
technologies for the 
collective good of 

mankind?



https://www.accenture.com/us-en/insight-disruptive-technology-trends-2017

Technology

Humanity Organization

Take the holistic view: everything is now interdependent and combinatorial



The era of Digital Ethics is here

"Ethics is knowing the difference between what you have a right - or the power- 
to do and what is the right thing to do”   (adapted from Potter Stewart)



Technology is morally neutral until we apply it



Your position on this issue will define your organisation’s future value

“It is not a technology that changes the world, but the dreams behind that technology”(Jack Ma, Alibaba)



Summary and key take-aways to discuss 



Embrace technology 
- but don’t become it



Thanks for your time and attention!


